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5 Critical Facts You Must Know
Before Moving to The Cloud

If you’ve ever considered moving your business’ operations to the cloud, you 
know there’s a lot of conflicting advice about security, cost and whether or not 
it’s appropriate for your organization. The simple fact is, cloud computing is NOT 
a good fit for every company, and if you don’t get all the facts or fully 
understand the pros and cons, you can end up making some very poor and 
expensive decisions that you’ll deeply regret later. The information in this report 
will arm you with the critical facts you need to avoid expensive, time-consuming 
mistakes.

This report will reveal five very important facts you need to know before 
considering cloud computing for your company including:

 The pros AND cons you need to consider before moving to the cloud
 Migration “gotchas” (and how to avoid them)
 The various types of cloud computing options you have (there are more than 

just one)
 Answers to important, frequently asked questions you need to know the 

answers to
 What questions you need to ask your IT pro before letting them “sell” you on 

moving all or part of your network and applications to the cloud

Introduction
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What is Cloud Computing?

Cloud computing has been around for about 10 years; however it is just now 
beginning to gain momentum. It is defined as the practice of using a network of 
remote servers hosted on the internet to store, manage and process data, rather 
than a local server or a personal computer.

But what the heck does that mean?

The easiest way to understand what cloud computing is and why it’s gaining in 
popularity is to compare it to the evolution of public utilities. For example, let’s 
look at the evolution of electricity.

Back in the industrial age, factories had to produce their own power in order to 
run machines that produced the hard goods they manufactured. Be it textiles or 
railroad spikes, using machines gave these companies enormous competitive 
advantages by producing more goods with fewer workers and in less time. For 
many years, the production of power was every bit as important to their 
company’s success as the skill of their workers and quality of their products.

Unfortunately, this put factories into two businesses: the business of producing 
their goods and the business of producing power. Then Thomas Edison 
introduced the concept of delivering power (electricity) as a utility when he 
developed a commercial-grade replacement for gas lighting and heating using 
centrally generated and distributed electricity. From there, as they say, the rest 
was history.

The concept of electric current being generated in central power plants and 
delivered to factories as a utility caught on fast. This meant manufacturers no 
longer had to be in the business of producing their own power with enormous 
and expensive water wheels. In fact, in a very short period of time, it became a 
competitive necessity for factories to take advantage of the lower-cost option 
being offered by public utilities. Almost overnight, thousands of steam engines 
and electric generators were rendered obsolete and left to rust next to the 
factories they used to power.

A Brief History Lesson
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What made this possible was a series of inventions and scientific breakthroughs 

– but what drove the demand was pure economics. Utility companies were able 

to leverage economies of scale that single manufacturing plants simply couldn’t 

match in output or in price. In fact, the price of power dropped so significantly 

that it quickly became affordable for not only factories but every single 

household in the country.

Today, we are in a similar transformation following a similar course. The only 

difference is that instead of cheap and plentiful electricity, advancements in 

technology and internet connectivity are driving down the costs of computing 

power. With cloud computing, businesses can pay for “computing power” like a 

utility without having the exorbitant costs of installing, hosting and supporting it 

on premises.

In fact, you are probably already experiencing the benefits of cloud computing in 

some way but hadn’t realized it. Some of the cloud computing applications, also 

called SaaS or “software as a service,” you might be using are:

 Gmail, Hotmail or other free email accounts

 Facebook

 NetSuite, Salesforce

 Constant Contact, MailChimp, AWeber or other email broadcasting 

services

 Zoomerang, SurveyMonkey and other survey tools

 LinkedIn

 Twitter

 All things Google (search, AdWords, maps, etc.)

If you think about it, almost every single application you use today can be (or 
already is) being put “in the cloud” where you can access it and pay for it via 
your browser for a monthly fee or utility pricing. You don’t purchase and install 
software but instead access it via an internet browser.

What About Office 365 and Google Apps?

Office 365 and Google Apps are perfect examples of the cloud-computing trend. 
For an inexpensive monthly fee, you can get full access and use of Office 
applications that used to cost a few hundred dollars to purchase. And since the 
cloud provider is powering these apps, you don’t need an expensive desktop 
with lots of power to use them – just a simple internet connection will do on a 
laptop, desktop or tablet.

What is Cloud 
Computing? 
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Pros and Cons of Moving to the Cloud

As you read this section, keep in mind there is no “perfect” solution. All options 

– be it an in-house, on-premises server or a cloud solution – have upsides and 

downsides that need to be evaluated on a case-by-case scenario. (Warning: Do 

NOT let a cloud expert tell you there is only “one way” of doing something!) 

Keep in mind the best option for you may be a hybrid solution where some of 

your applications and functionality are in the cloud and some are still hosted 

and maintained from an in-house server. We’ll discuss more of this in a later 

section; however, here are the general pros and cons of cloud computing.

Is the Cloud Right for 
Your Business?

The Pros of Cloud 
Computing

Lowered IT costs. This is probably the single most compelling reason why 

companies choose to move their network (all or in part) to the cloud. Not only 

do you save money on software licenses, but on hardware (servers and 

workstations) as well as on IT support and upgrades. In fact, we save our clients 

an average of 10 to 27 percent when we move some or part of their network 

functionality to the cloud. So if you hate constantly writing cash-flow-draining 

checks for IT upgrades, you’ll really want to look into cloud computing.

Ability to access your desktop and/or applications from anywhere and any 

device. If you travel a lot, have remote workers or prefer to use a tablet while 

traveling and a laptop at your house, cloud computing will give you the ability to 

work from any of these devices. In fact, you can work from any device that has 

an internet connection such as a tablet, laptop, Mac, smartphone or desktop.

Disaster recovery and backup are automated. The server in your office is 

extremely vulnerable to a number of threats, including viruses, human error, 

hardware failure, software corruption and, of course, physical damage due to a 

fire, flood or other natural disaster. If your server were in the cloud and your 

office was reduced to a pile of rubble (due to a fire, flood or some other 

problem), you could purchase a new laptop and be back up and running within 

the same day. This would not be the case if you had a traditional network and 

were using tape drives, CDs, USB drives or other physical storage devices to back 

up your system. 
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The Pros of Cloud 
Computing 
continued

Plus, like a public utility, cloud platforms are far more robust and secure than 

your average business network because they can utilize economies of scale to 

invest heavily into security, redundancy and failover systems, making them far 

less likely to go down.

It’s faster, cheaper and easier to set up new employees. If you have a seasonal 

workforce or a lot of turnover, cloud computing will not only lower your costs of 

setting up new accounts, but it will make it infinitely faster.

You use it without having to “own” it. More specifically, you don’t own the 

responsibility of having to install, update and maintain the infrastructure. Think 

of it as similar to living in a condo where someone else takes care of the building 

maintenance, repairing the roof and mowing the lawn, but you still have the 

only key to your section of the building and use of all the facilities. This is 

particularly attractive for companies that are new or expanding, but don’t want 

the heavy outlay of cash for purchasing and supporting an expensive computer 

network. Plus, with a cloud environment, you have access to faster and more 

robust equipment with built-in redundancies for power, internet and cooling.

It’s a greener technology that will save on power and your electric bill. For some 

smaller companies, the power savings will be too small to measure. However, 

companies with multiple servers that are cooling a hot server room and keep 

their servers running 24/7/365, the savings are considerable.

Compliance for credit cards, finance or HIPAA. Cloud computing is a great option 

for companies that are processing credit cards (PCI) or are subject to finance or 

other regulations such as HIPAA, SOC1, SOC2, FISMA or Fedramp. Making your IT 

infrastructure, data backup procedures and data security through encryption 

can be a timely and expensive process. Clients facing these regulations can 

choose to outsource the compliance requirements with the use of cloud. If you 

are required to be compliant and would rather focus on serving your customers 

and want someone else to be responsible for compliance, cloud computing is a 

good option to consider.
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The internet going down. While you can mitigate this risk by using a commercial-
grade internet connection and maintaining a second backup connection, there is 
a chance you’ll lose internet connectivity, making it impossible to work. 
However, many companies we serve now have multiple internet connections to 
mitigate this risk and as a backup plan, they have their employees use their cell 
phone as a hotspot if necessary.

Data security. Many people don’t feel comfortable having their data in some off-
site location. This is a valid concern, and before you choose any cloud provider, 
you need to find out more information about where they are storing your data, 
how it’s encrypted, who has access and how you can get it back. You’ll find more 
information on this under “What to Look for When Hiring a Cloud Integrator” 
later on in this document.

Certain line-of-business applications won’t work in the cloud. For example, if you 
have employees processing or editing videos or detailed CAD drawings, the 
cloud may not be right for them.

Compliance Issues. There are a number of laws and regulations, such as Gramm-
Leach-Bliley, Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPAA, that require companies to control and 
protect their data and certify that they have knowledge and control over who 
can access the data, who sees it and how and where it is stored. In a public 
cloud environment, this can be a problem. Many cloud providers won’t tell you 
specifically where your data is stored. 

Most cloud providers have SAS 70 certifications, which require them to be able 
to describe exactly what is happening in their environment, how and where the 
data comes in, what the provider does with it and what controls are in place 
over the access to and processing of the data. But as the business owner, it’s 
your neck on the line if the data is compromised, so it’s important that you ask 
for some type of validation that the cloud provider is meeting the various 
compliance regulations on an ongoing basis. 

The Cons of Cloud 
Computing
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Migration Gotchas! What You Need to Know About 
Transitioning to a Cloud-Based Network

When done right, a migration to a cloud solution should be like any other 
migration. There’s planning that needs to be done, prerequisites that have to be 
determined and the inevitable “quirks” that need to be ironed out once you 
make the move. 

Every company has its own unique environment, so it’s practically impossible to 
try and plan for every potential pitfall; however, here are some big things you 
want to ask your IT consultant about before making the leap.

Downtime. Some organizations cannot afford any downtime, while others can 
do without their network for a day or two. Make sure you communicate your 
specific needs regarding downtime and make sure your IT provider has a solid 
plan to prevent extended downtime.

Painfully Slow Performance. Ask your IT consultant if there’s any way you can run 
your network in a test environment before making the full migration to ensure 
speed is adequate. A good cloud provider will do this due diligence for you by 
calculating how much bandwidth you will need and comparing to what speeds 
you are already getting and paying for from your internet service provider. 
Imagine how frustrated you would be if you migrate your network and discover 
everything is running so slow you can barely work! Again, every environment is 
slightly different, so it’s best to test before you transition.

Third-Party Applications. If your organization has plug-ins to Exchange for faxing, 
voice mail or integration into another application, make sure you test to see if it 
will still work in the new environment. A good cloud provider will take a detailed 
inventory of all of your software in advance to ensure that all applications will 
work well in your new cloud environment.

Compatible Equipment. If your organization has specialty equipment, 
manufacturing PCs, time-clock machines or plotting printers for example, your IT 
provider will alert you how these items will operate in the cloud or if you need 
to upgrade equipment to ensure all works as you need them too.
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A Comparison of Costs

Operationally mature cloud providers typically charge on a “per-user” basis, 
ranging from $70 to $350 per user per month. The main variables affecting per-
user price include the types of applications, data storage/size requirements, data 
retention periods, security measures, complexity of your environment, services 
that are bundled with cloud computing power, number of servers, availability of 
multiple data centers, disaster recovery options and compliance levels. This 
fixed-fee approach makes pricing transparent and monthly bills predictable. 

Other cloud providers price on a “per-user-plus-cost” model that includes the 
above variables plus other costs. The “plus costs” may include items such as 
bandwidth usage, power consumption, cooling requirements, failover 
capabilities and number of multiple internet Service Providers available. These 
built-in, provider-based revenue “safety valves” make it difficult for companies 
to calculate usage and, therefore, their monthly costs. “Plus costs” can vary 
greatly from month to month, bringing unpredictability to your monthly cloud-
computing bill. 

As we said earlier, each client has a unique set of circumstances and needs that 
will factor into the cost savings and benefits. But in order to give you an idea of 
what you can save when moving your network to the cloud, we’ve put together 
a cost comparison to help you evaluate the two approaches. In this example, we 
are comparing a traditional network with managed IT support and a private 
cloud per-user service offering.

In a traditional network, you have to account for the purchase of hardware, 
software, licensing, antivirus, backup software, firewall renewals, support, etc. 
From a simplistic viewpoint, let’s take a company of 20 people and assume they 
have two servers on their network in one location. In a rough estimate, they 
have to spend $9,000 per server for hardware, software and licensing every 
three years. We chose three years because most computer hardware is 
manufactured to last at least three years. Granted hardware usually lasts four to 
six years but for comparison purposes, we’ll use a timeframe of three years. 
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Assuming the same, you are looking at 20 workstations x $900 or $18,000 over 
36 months. Then you have to consider support where you are backing up the 
data, taking care of updates, upgrades and maintenance on the servers, 
workstation, printers, switches and firewalls, etc., so you can expect to pay 
between $2,050 to $2,650 per month for IT service and support for three years. 
Therefore, if you add the cost of the servers, workstations and IT support for 36 
months, you’d pay ($18,000 for servers + $18,000 for workstations + 
$2,650/month X 36 months for IT support = $131,400 or $3,650 per month over 
36 months.

To compare that to a private cloud solution with the same level of support, if 
you took the same environment of two servers and hosted them in a private 
cloud solution, you would pay about $165 per user per month or $3,300 per 
month. With this approach, you could reduce your cost of new workstations 
from $900 per computer to $250 because the requirements to run the cloud are 
a lot lower than what you need on a traditional in house server network. So your 
costs for the same three-year period would be $165 X 20 users X 36 months + 
$250 per PC x 20 = $118,800 or $3,439 per month over 36 months. Thus 
compared to the traditional network of $3,650 per month – you’d realize a 
savings of $211 per month or $7,600 over the 36-month period.

Note – in this example, the services are the same. As you are comparing 
approaches for your own organization, we recommend you outline what 
support options are important to you so that as you look at making the move, 
you ensure that your team gets the same level of support that you have now or 
that you need. A common question we get asked is: “If I move to the cloud, do I 
still need support for my users?” The answer is: probably yes. Users still need 
help installing applications, troubleshooting printing issues and help installing 
new systems or getting connected to the cloud from new devices.

Each organization is unique so as you are comparing a traditional network 
approach to a cloud computing approach, we recommend you consider doing a 
customized comparison. A reputable cloud provider will gladly help you compare 
your costs and considerations currently to a cloud computing approach. At the 
end of this report, we tell you how to get a customized cloud versus traditional 
networking comparison for your organization. 

Traditional Network 
vs. Private Cloud

continued
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Different Types of Cloud Solutions Explained

Full Cloud: This is where all your applications and data are put on the other side 
of the firewall (in the cloud) and accessed through various devices (laptops, 
desktops, iPads, phones) via the internet. 

Hybrid Cloud: Although full cloud computing has valid applications, for many it’s 
downright scary. And in some cases it is NOT the smartest move, due to 
compliance issues, security restrictions, speed and performance. A hybrid cloud 
enables you to put certain pieces of existing IT infrastructure (say, storage and 
email) in the cloud, and the remainder of the IT infrastructure stays on-
premises. This gives you the ability to enjoy the cost savings and benefits of 
cloud computing where it makes the most sense without risking your entire 
environment.

Single-Point Solutions: Another option would be to simply put certain 
applications, like SharePoint or Microsoft Exchange, in the cloud while keeping 
everything else onsite. Since email is usually a critical application that everyone 
needs and wants access to on the road and on various devices (iPad, 
smartphone, etc.), often this is a great way to get advanced features of 
Microsoft Exchange without the cost of installing and supporting your own in-
house Exchange server. 

Public Cloud versus Private Cloud: A public cloud is a service that anyone can tap 
into with a network connection and a credit card. They are shared 
infrastructures that allow you to pay as you go and are managed through a self-
service web portal. Private clouds are essentially purpose-built infrastructures 
that mimic public cloud services, but are on-premises. Private clouds are often 
the choice of companies who want the benefits of cloud computing, but don’t 
want their data held in a public environment.

11
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FAQs About Security, Where Your Data is Held and 
Internet Connectivity

Q: How long will it take to transition my on-premises server to the cloud, and 

what’s the process?

A: Implementation can take 6-10 weeks from start to finish. First, we get your 

data and applications to build your private cloud environment. Then you and a 
group of users test-drive the environment to ensure you have the functionality 
you need. After optimizing based on your test drive, we schedule the final data 
cutover and go-live date. Once the users are live, we work with you and them to 
ensure that they have a great experience and know how to navigate on your 
new cloud platform.

Q: What if my internet connection goes down? How will we be able to work?

A: While this is a valid concern, we overcome it in the following way for our 

clients in the cloud. First, we recommend that you have both a primary and 
backup internet connection. Most clients have a cable connection or fiber 
connection and then a backup connection such as DSL, T1 or fiber from another 
carrier. As a second backup plan, companies can use their cell phone hotspot or 
mobile hotspot to connect to the internet.

Q: What about security? Isn’t there a big risk of someone accessing my data if 

it’s in the cloud?

A: In many cases, cloud computing is a more secure way of accessing and 

storing data. Just because your server is onsite doesn’t make it more secure; in 
fact, most small to medium businesses can’t justify the cost of securing their 
network the way a cloud provider can in a PCI, HIPAA-certified data center. And 
most security breaches occur due to human error – one of your employees 
downloads a file that contains a virus, they don’t use secure passwords or they 
simply email confidential information out to people who shouldn’t see it. Other 
security breaches occur in onsite networks because the company didn’t properly 
maintain their own in-house network with security updates, software patches 
and up-to-date antivirus software. That’s a far more common way networks are 
compromised versus a cloud provider getting hacked. 

In many cases, 
cloud computing 
is a more secure 
way of accessing 
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Q: What if I decide to leave a cloud service provider? How does that work?

A: This is a great question and one you want to ask before engaging a cloud 

provider. Because we set up a private cloud (versus a public cloud), leaving is 
easy. You simply provide a 90-day notice and we coordinate with your team to 
deliver your data, virtual servers, email and security settings so that you can set 
up the servers on your own or hosted hardware. We provide the data in 
standard industry formats that can be easily installed on a new cloud or server 
environment.

The “gotcha” to be aware of is that many cloud providers only provide your data 
when you leave. The problem with this approach is that you can’t do much with 
just the data. What you really need to proceed without having to literally rebuild 
your environment and systems from scratch is a copy of your environment with 
the data or virtual machines. By getting working images or virtual machines of 
your environment, you or the next provider can easily get you up and working 
again.

Another area to be cautious about is who owns your data. Be sure that the 
cloud provider has language that outlines you retain all rights to your company’s 
data.

Q: Do I have to purchase new hardware (servers, workstations) to move to the 

cloud?

A: For the most part, no. That’s one of the selling points of cloud computing. It 

allows you to use older workstations, laptops and servers because the 
computing power is in the cloud. Not only does that allow you to keep and use 
hardware longer, but it allows you to buy cheaper workstations and laptops 
because you don’t need the expensive computing power required in the past. 

In some cases, if you have older printers or workstations that don’t meet 
minimum requirements, you may need to replace that equipment.
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Q: Why should I not simply buy the software, licensing and tools to host my own 

server at a data center?

A: After talking to hundreds of business owners and executives over the last 20 

years, we find that they all want one thing – make IT just work. As technology 
has evolved, we are increasingly living in a world of clouds and applications. 
Making them work together seamlessly is a process and involves many moving 
pieces. The CEO of MIS Solutions understood business owners’ needs – just 
make IT work, independent of device type or location – and give me “one throat 
to choke” when things misbehave or need to be changed. 

As a result, we developed a flexible, yet secure architecture to deliver an easy, 
fast and simple-to-use computing experience that is seamlessly integrated with 
infrastructure, support, licensing, security, backups, threading, consulting and 
end-user support. You could certainly select multiple data centers, worry with 
integrations, backups, security, drivers, storage needs, IOPs, licensing, etc., to 
build your own solution. From there, you’d then have to provision for upgrading, 
maintaining, managing and then add support for end users on top. If you are 
more interested in using computing like a service or utility, then you might 
consider working with a team to deliver a secure, private cloud environment for 
your organization.
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What to Look for When Hiring an IT Consultant to 
Move Your Network to the Cloud

Unfortunately, the IT consulting industry (along with many others) has its own 
share of incompetent or unethical people who will try to take advantage of 
trusting business owners who simply do not have the ability to determine 
whether or not they know what they are doing. Sometimes this is out of greed 
for your money; more often it’s simply because they don’t have the skills and 
competency to do the job right but won’t tell you that up front because they 
want to make the sale. 

From misleading information, unqualified technicians and poor management, to 
terrible customer service, we’ve seen it all, and we know they exist in 
abundance because we have had a number of customers come to us to clean up 
the disasters those vendors have caused.

Automotive repair shops, electricians, plumbers, lawyers, realtors, dentists, 
doctors, accountants, etc., are heavily regulated to protect the consumer from 
receiving substandard work or being ripped off. However, the computer industry 
is still highly unregulated and there are few laws in existence to protect the 
consumer – which is why it’s so important for you to diligently research the 
company or person you are considering to be certain they have the experience 
to set up, migrate and support your network to the cloud.
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Anyone who can hang out a shingle can promote 
themselves as a “cloud expert.” Even if they are 
honestly trying to do a good job for you, their 
inexperience can cost you dearly in your network’s 
speed and performance or in lost or corrupt data 
files. To that end, the following are 14 questions 
you should ask your IT person before letting them 
migrate your network to the cloud.
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Cloud Computing

Critical Questions to Ask Your IT Company or Computer 
Consultant BEFORE Letting Them Move Your Network to 
the Cloud (or Touch Your Network!)

Question: How many clients have you provided cloud services for to date and 
can you provide references?

Answer: You don’t want someone practicing on your network. At a minimum, make sure 
they have been delivering cloud solutions for multiple years and can provide real 
references for you to talk to. If you ask how many clients they are providing cloud services 
for, they should report to you the number of servers or users they are supporting so you 
can get an idea of their knowledge, experience and depth at delivering cloud solutions.

Question: How quickly do they guarantee to have a technician working on an 
outage or other problem? 

Answer: Anyone you pay to support your network should give you a written SLA (service 
level agreement) that outlines exactly how IT issues get resolved and in what time frame. 
You should also request that they reveal what their average resolution time has been with 
current clients over the last three to six months. Also, be sure to ask if there are any 
conditions for money back should there be extended downtime situations.

They should also answer their phones live from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and provide you with an 
emergency after-hours number you may call if a problem arises, including on weekends. 
If you cannot access your network because the internet is down or due to some other 
problem, you can’t be waiting around for hours for someone to call you back OR (more 
importantly) start working on resolving the issue. Make sure you get this in writing; often 
cheaper or less experienced consultants won’t have this or will try to convince you it’s not 
important or that they can’t do this. Don’t buy that excuse! They are in the business of 
providing IT support, so they should have some guarantees or standards around this that 
they share with you. 

Question: What’s your plan for transitioning our network to the cloud to 

minimize problems and downtime?

Answer: We run a simultaneous cloud environment during the transition and don’t “turn 
off” the old network until everyone is 100-percent confident that everything has been 
transitioned and is working effortlessly. You don’t want someone to switch overnight 
without setting up a test environment first.
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Question: Do you provide a no-risk trial of our network in the cloud to test 

the proof of concept BEFORE we commit to a long-term contract? 

Answer: We provide all of our clients a 90-day full money-back guarantee on all services. 

We’ve been providing IT services for more than 20 years so we are confident you’ll be 

happy with our services and cloud services should we find that is the best path for you. If 

you are curious about cloud and want to test drive it, talk to us and we can arrange it for 

you. Many of our traditional IT service clients have reported that taking our cloud 

computing data center tour was a great orientation into cloud and answered all of their 

questions about moving their environment to the cloud. 

Question: Do they take the time to explain what they are doing and answer 

your questions in terms that you can understand (not geek-speak), or do they 

come across as arrogant and make you feel stupid for asking simple 

questions?

Answer: Our technicians are trained to have the “heart of a teacher” and will take time to 

answer your questions and explain everything in simple terms. Our best customers are 

those that do indeed ask a lot of questions and take time to understand how they can 

leverage their existing IT infrastructure, resources or cloud environment to empower their 

users to be more productive and secure as they work.

Question: Where will your data be stored?

Answer: Your data is hosted on a private cloud dedicated to your company. The primary 

location is at a SSAE 16 data center in Suwanee, Ga. Your data is replicated nightly to a 

similar redundant U.S.-based data center so your data does not leave the United States.

Question: Is my data co-mingled with other company data?

Answer: No – your data is not co-mingled with other company’s data. For each client, we 

set up a private virtual server or set of servers. Think of the servers as your own private 

cloud in a data center where only your team accesses these servers and the data 

contained.
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Question: Do they have adequate errors-and-omissions insurance as well as 
workers’ compensation insurance to protect YOU?

Answer: Here’s something to consider: if THEY cause a problem with your network that 
causes you to be down for hours or days or to lose data, who’s responsible? Here’s 
another question to consider: if one of their technicians gets hurt at your office, who’s 
paying? In this litigious society we live in, you better make darn sure that whomever you 
hire is adequately insured with both errors-and-omissions insurance AND workers’ 
compensation – and don’t be shy about asking to see their latest insurance policies!

True Story: A few years ago Geek Squad was slapped with multimillion-dollar lawsuits from 
customers for the bad behavior of their technicians. In some cases, their techs were 
accessing, copying and distributing personal information they gained access to on 
customers’ PCs and laptops brought in for repairs. In other cases, they lost clients’ laptops 
(and subsequently all the data on them) and tried to cover it up. Bottom line is make sure 
the company you are hiring has proper insurance to protect you.

Question: Is it standard procedure for them to provide you with written 
network documentation detailing what software licenses you own, your 
critical passwords, user information, hardware inventory, etc., or are they the 
only person with the “keys to the kingdom”?

Answer: All clients receive this in written and electronic form at no additional cost. We also 
perform a quarterly update on this material and make sure certain key people from your 
organization have this information and know how to use it, giving you complete control 
over your network. 

Side Note: You should NEVER allow an IT person to have that much control over you and 
your company. If you get the sneaking suspicion that your current IT person is keeping this 
under their control as a means of job security, get rid of them (and we can help to make 
sure you don’t suffer any ill effects). This is downright unethical and dangerous to your 
organization, so don’t tolerate it!
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Question: Do they have other technicians on staff who are familiar with your 
network in case your regular technician goes on vacation or gets sick?

Answer: Yes, and since we keep detailed network documentation (basically a blueprint of 
your computer network) and updates on every client’s account, any of our technicians can 
pick up where another left off.

Question: Do they insist on doing periodic test restores of your backups to 
make sure the data is not corrupt and can be restored in the event of a 
disaster?

Answer: We perform regular “fire drills” and perform a test restore from backup for our 
clients to make sure their data CAN be recovered in the event of an emergency. Upon 
completion, we then give our clients a report showing this test restore was conducted and 
that all systems are a “go.” If there’s a problem, we notify our clients immediately and start 
working to resolve it the same day. After all, the worst time to “test” a backup is when you 
desperately need it.

After your environment is moved to the cloud, we do our first “test restore” with you to 
ensure that everything you need is indeed being backed up. You check that backup by 
ensuring all data is there and you have access to all of your applications in the restored 
system and then schedule this type of process based on your needs. Some clients do test 
restores monthly and others do them quarterly. 

Question: Is their help desk an internally trained team or outsourced to an 
overseas company or third party?

Answer: We provide our own in-house help desk and make sure the folks helping you are 
friendly and helpful. We consider this one of the most important aspects of customer 
service, plus we feel it’s an important step in keeping your data secure.

Question: Are they familiar with (and can they support) your unique line-of-
business applications?

Answer: We own the problems with all line-of-business applications for our clients. That 
doesn’t mean we can fix faulty software – but we will be the liaison between you and your 
vendor to resolve problems you are having and make sure these applications work 
smoothly for you instead of pointing fingers and putting you in the middle.
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Question: When something goes wrong with your internet service, phone 
systems, printers or other IT services, do they own the problem or do they 
say, “That’s not our problem to fix”?

Answer: We feel WE should own the problem for our clients so they don’t have to try to 
resolve any of these issues on their own – that’s just plain old good service and something 
many computer guys won’t do.

Question: Is your environment Citrix or VDI?

As your financially backed partner in business, your cloud provider’s responsibility is to 
make your IT environment as efficient, safe and cost-effective as possible. Citrix is a multi-
user environment, where all end users log into your servers in the data center. 

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) on the other hand, allows users to log into their very 
own virtual desktop. Sounds like a good plan until you consider the cost involved to 
maintain those virtual desktops. With VDI, Windows, antivirus, Office, etc., must be 
installed and maintained on each virtual machine AND on the user’s PC. Backups must also 
be performed on each virtual desktop. All in all, the maintenance alone can become quite 
costly and the licensing for VDI is almost double the cost of Citrix.

While the idea of each person having their own virtual computer might sound like a good 
concept, doing so would also allow them to download games, wallpapers and other 
potentially dangerous things from the internet. 

With a Citrix environment – where all users log into the same servers, Windows and 
applications are installed only on those servers. Same with backups, thus cutting your 
expenses and the time it takes to maintain each and every computer on the VDI.
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What Our Clients Have to Say About Moving To The Cloud

“We love the reliable, anywhere, anytime access of the cloud. Recently, I was attending a 
conference and we had to complete a critical month-end procedure. Kim, who was 
planning to take care of it while I was away, got tied up and was unable to do it. After she 
alerted me, I literally used my smart phone to login into our MIS Cloud and completed 
the accounting month end while in the conference. We love the reliable, anywhere, 
anytime access of the cloud.”

“We now have peace of mind knowing we are HIPAA compliant. When we reviewed all of 
the HIPAA compliance policies, we were overwhelmed and frankly didn’t know where to 
begin. So we engaged Team MIS to understand what we needed to do and how using 
their private cloud services, we could offload a lot the compliance work to them so we 
could focus on serving our patients.”

“We were facing a $17,000 server and infrastructure upgrade and didn’t want to spend 
the money. The subscription fee model of cloud computing and small upfront setup fee 
helped us upgrade while preserving cash flow. Plus we love that our pricing can scale 
with our seasonal staff requirements. With this platform, we can save too by buying thin 
clients instead of $900 workstations.”

“I feel much more secure knowing that with all of the storms over the weekend, we don’t 
have to worry about power outages crashing our servers. I know we’ll be up and running 
Monday morning because our servers are in the cloud and the redundant power makes 
storms and office power blips a non-issue.”

“I love that we can empower our project managers from any job site. Prior to moving our 
blueprints to the cloud, it was tough to get changes and blueprints to our project 
managers that were in the field. Now that all of that work is in the cloud, it’s easy to 
provide a client portal for clients and our team so that we are faster for clients and can 
use the cloud to make it easier to communicate with our clients.” 

Independent 
Insurance Agency 
Owner, Duluth GA

Wellness and 
Chiropractic Center 

Practice Manager, 
Lawrenceville, GA

Insurance Agency 
Office Manager, 

Suwanee, GA

Firm Founder, 
Accounting and CPA 
Office, Grayson, GA

Construction 
Company IT 

Director, Atlanta, 
GA
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Free Assessment Shows You How to Migrate to the Cloud 
and Avoid Overpaying for Your Next IT Project or Upgrade

If you’re like a number of CEOs and executives we’ve helped, you’ve already been 
burned, disappointed and frustrated by the questionable advice and complete lack of 
service you’ve gotten from other IT companies. In fact, you might be so fed up and 
disgusted from being “sold” that you don’t trust anyone. I don’t blame you!

That’s why I’d like to offer you a FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment to show you there IS 
a better way to upgrade your computer network AND to demonstrate how a truly 
competent IT consultant (not just a computer “mechanic”) can guide your company to 
greater profits and efficiencies, help you be more strategic and give you the tools and 
systems to fuel growth.

At no cost or obligation, one of my lead consultants and I will come to your office and 
conduct a thorough review and inventory of your current computer network, backups 
and technologies to give you straightforward answers to the following:

 How using cloud technologies may be able to eliminate the cost, complexity and 
problems of managing your own in-house server while giving you more freedom, 
lowered costs, tighter security and instant disaster recovery. I say “may” because it 
might not be the best choice for you. I’ll give you honest answers to your questions 
and detail – in plain English – the pros AND cons of moving your specific operations to 
the cloud.

 Are your IT systems truly safe and secured from hackers, viruses and rogue 
employees? FACT: 99 percent of the computer networks we review are NOT, much to 
the surprise of the CEOs who are paying some other so-called expert to manage that 
aspect of their IT.

 Are your backups configured properly to ensure that you could be back up and running 
again quickly in a disaster? From our experience, most companies’ backups are an epic 
waste of money and only deliver a false sense of security.

 If you are already using “cloud” technologies, are you adequately protecting your 
organization from the dozens of ways you and your organization can be harmed, sued 
or financially devastated due to security leaks, theft, data loss, hacks and violating 
ever-expanding data privacy laws? 

Even if you decide not to move your network to the cloud or engage with us as a client, 
you’ll find the information we share with you to be extremely valuable and eye opening 
when you make future decisions about IT. After all, it never hurts to get a third-party 
“checkup” of your IT systems’ security, backups and stability, as well as a competitive cost 
analysis. 

Let us  
demonstrate 

how a truly 
competent IT 

consultant (not 
just a 

computer 
“mechanic”) 

can guide your 
company to 

greater profits 
and 

efficiencies, 
help you be 

more strategic 
and give you 

the tools and 
systems to fuel 

growth.

.

For your FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment, call 678-745-5109 or visit
http://www.mis-solutions.com/it-services/cloud-computing/
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About MIS Solutions, Inc.

MIS Solutions was born out of service requests from small business owners. In the mid 
90’s, Lliam Holmes worked for a large Systems Integrator that serviced companies like The 
Southern Company and Bellsouth. Occasionally, small business owners would call asking 
for help setting up their PCs and installing a network. However, the company didn’t serve 
small businesses so Lliam offered to help meet their needs. From there, he and Jennifer 
worked nights and weekends to help the underserved small business owner community in 
Atlanta. It was more of a hobby in the beginning and steadily grew as PCs caught on.

In 1999, we were filling out our tax paperwork and realized we would pay more in taxes 
from operating MIS than Jennifer’s whole salary working at the CDC. At that moment, we 
realized this little hobby called “MIS” had great potential, we loved serving our customers 
and in fact, it was time to make this our focus. Jennifer wrapped up her research work, 
hung up her lab coat and joined MIS full time. Today, Team MIS has more than 20 team 
members and is based in Suwanee, GA. Our specialty is providing responsive, friendly 
service handling all of the technology needs for small business owners so they can focus 
on their business. Services include managed IT services, on-demand IT help, consulting, 
private cloud services, hosting, computer and server sales.

About the Author

After graduating from Georgia Tech, this Georgia native became an accomplished research 
virologist at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta where she 
submitted novel gene sequences to GenBank and published her scientific work in 
nationally recognized journals, including the Archives of Virology and The American 
Journal of Epidemiology. In 2000, Jennifer hung up her lab coat to join husband Lliam at 
MIS Solutions as president. She’s all about sharing effective business strategies with her 
clients to deliver the best business solutions for each client’s unique environment and 
needs. 

In 2011, Jennifer and Lliam co-authored the book “21 Questions You Must Ask Before You 
Hire A Computer Consultant.” In 2013, Jennifer’s leadership and marketing skills won her 
the title of Spokesperson for the nationally acclaimed Technology Marketing Toolkit, an 
industry group of over 550 top U.S. IT experts who share best practices, marketing 
strategies, innovation and mentorship with computer and cloud service companies. This 
graduate of the Leadership Gwinnett program has acted on the boards of the National 
Association of Women Business Owners’ Atlanta chapter, Gwinnett Great Days of Service, 
the Buford/North Gwinnett Rotary Club and the Gwinnett Chamber’s Technology Board.

In 2014, Jennifer and Lliam contributed a chapter focused on cloud computing for the 
book: The Business Owners’ Guide to IT and All Things Digital. Upon release, this book hit 
#9 overall on Amazon.com and #1 best-seller status in six additional Amazon.com 
categories: Computers and Technology, Computer Science, Networking, Information 
Systems, Networks, Protocols and APIs, and Software and Engineering. 

Jennifer Holmes
President

MIS Solutions
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MIS Solutions is a Technology Solutions Provider that 
focuses on three things:

No Band Aids – We’re not looking for a quick fix to an IT problem. 
We identify the business issue that needs to be supported by IT, 
help you uncover the root problem and provide IT solutions that 
support your business needs.

High Accountability – We have tenacity, take the lead role and take 
ownership of your IT problem or project. We answer all calls live 
and often within 30 seconds.

Healthy Relationships – We actively look for clients with a good core 
values match, which include Get It Done, Do the Right Thing, Do 
What You Say, Be Passionate and Be a Servant Leader. We like to 
take care of people, have fun and build lasting relationships. 

For your FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment, 
call 678-745-5109 or visit

http://www.mis-solutions.com/it-services/cloud-computing/
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